Winning in a
world of change
Overcoming the barriers
that hold us back

to that we can be blind to the incremental changes around

One thing that is consistent about predictions is that they

scenario where we don’t know we are building up to a fatal

are consistently wrong. There is too much we don’t know,

boiling point. The result is a cocktail of denial and acciden-

or can even begin to speculate, that will impact what could

tal ignorance that can lead to a true existential crisis for any

happen as soon as tomorrow’s headlines. And the past is

brand or business.

us merely because we haven’t got the ability to evaluate the
entire world in real time. This creates the “frog in the kettle”

not a good indicator of the future either. Even the most
sophisticated weather prediction models running on su-

What we call “change” is actually more about how we in-

per-computers cannot account for all the variables that can

crease the fidelity of our awareness of what’s happening,

ruin your weekend outing. Running a business on “what we

and acting in opportunistic, not defensive, ways. Change is

predict will happen” can make us feel good, but odds are

not a threat, it is the only means of growth.

high we will be wrong.
So how can we get this “high-fidelity” awareness? The first
There is a big difference between acting on the uncertainty

step, like all good rehab, is admitting we have a problem. At

of future events and acting on what we already see happen-

ChangeUp we have identified 5 fundamental Barriers-to-

ing, but choose to ignore. The human impulse to protect the

Change we help our clients overcome, and pivot from a de-

status quo is more powerful than we like to think. Adding

fensive, to an offensive mindset.
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Loss Aversion

Perhaps rooted deeply in our DNA is the need to protect

ness models. It is deadly to innovation and blinds us from
actual threats until it’s too late to recover.

what we have. Survival required clutching to scarce re-

Knowledge Illusion

sources for dear life—literally. This presents itself today

04

as holding onto investments and behaviors that are clearly

According to cognitive scientist Philip Fernbach, “an indi-

declining in value because we are emotionally invested. We

vidual’s knowledge store is about one gigabyte, much less

perceive the “sunk cost” to be such that if we walk away, the

than fits on a typical USB thumb drive.” Without relying on

loss will be a waste of what we have already spent in time,

the expertise of others, we are prone to irrationality, errors

effort, or money. We see loss aversion impacting business

and ignorance. Studies abound illustrating this over-esti-

by overvaluing what used to work to drive sales, usually sac-

mation of what we know, and how it invites disaster. The

rificing missed opportunities to respond to what customers

bottom line is that businesses need more and better inputs

are actually thinking and doing.

and expertise to stay vital. Institutional knowledge is insuf-
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Tunnel Vision

ficient. The notion that ‘ignorance is bliss’ is only confirmed
by those few who have been lucky enough to survive.

The need to feel in control is important to our sense of safety,

False Narratives

so we constantly seek order. Clutter at home may be solv-
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able through some Marie Kondo techniques, but the poten-

Everyone loves a good story. In fact, in the absence of com-

tially overwhelming chaos surrounding business decision

plete understanding we will fill in the gaps with stories that

making can make us over-edit what should and shouldn’t

provide some sense of causality. We are incapable of accept-

be on the radar. This results in tunnel-vision; categorizing

ing cliffhangers, or gaps in the plot, so much so that we will

our world based on our limited perception of it, managing

fabricate bridges and endings to suit us, usually aligning

only what we can see, and measuring what doesn’t matter.

with our convenient theory of “what ought to be” versus
what is. We find this destructive and a barrier to change

Change is not a threat, it is
the only means for growth.

because these false narratives perpetuate the status quo and
are a poor substitute for critical thinking. Rear-view-mirror
explanations of past victories and inaccurately reverse-engineering the success of other brands is a huge trap (as is

We see this most often happen with clients who have been

being persuaded by a media-fueled prediction).

in traditional retail, and perceive a fixed and finite set of
competitors and dusty metrics, when in fact their custom-

We have labeled these 5 truths “barriers” for good reason.

ers are defecting to entirely new solutions because their at-

For any business to be innovative, they must overcome

titudes are changing or they have found better alternatives.

some pretty big forces of human nature, and it is not easy.
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Confirmation Bias

We believe in the power of change, and that hard work pays
off. That’s why at ChangeUp, we think about change in terms

Like our bodies, it’s as if our brains have a built-in immune

of a mindset, not an outcome. We got past the idea that

system—instead of fighting off biological threats it fights

change is a threat long ago, but realize that everyone isn’t in

off idea threats. We tend to look for evidence that supports

the same place, so we made it our mission to help everyone

our ideas and values, while minimizing or ignoring solid

catch up, and then move forward together. We pulled the

evidence to the contrary, seemingly to protect our mental

idea of change apart and put it back together into processes,

well-being. Living in a bubble may feel healthy, but bubbles

ways of listening and responding, and design thinking that

always burst. Seeking only confirming information or opin-

is more constructive as a force of good—the origin point of

ions creates closed minds and resistance to change in busi-

what’s next and what’s better.
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talent spotlight
What would you say are your

What type of brief or project do

strongest skills?

you enjoy working on the most?

My ability to see the big picture,

Anything that allows the client to

connect the dots, and view projects

change and be innovative.

holistically.

What’s the last thing that made
Dream client and/or project?

you say ‘wow’?

Partnering with brands such as

Alexis Christodoulou’s escapist archi-

Aesop, Glossier, Nike, and Everlane.

tectural renderings—so dreamy.

AMANDA MCALLISTER
ASSOCIATE CREATIVE DIRECTOR

I’d love to do a purely experiential

@teaaalexis

Amanda is well-known for her

Rooms, or anything like that. In

What lessons would you tell a

fresh takes on retail design.

another realm entirely.

young designer?

concept like a Color Factory, 29

One—edit, edit, edit! Two—trust

Recently awarded a spot on
this year’s esteemed 40 Under

What sources inspire you to keep

your team and the process. And

40 list, she has worked enthu-

your ideas fresh?

three—work your tail off, but keep

siastically to bring success to

All the regular suspects, including

your head on; your day will come.

her teammates, clients, and

@welovebranding, Design Milk,

ChangeUp. We sat down with

Dribbble, @framemagazine, The

If you have a personal motto,

her to find out where her inspi-

Cool Hunter and @createcultivate.

what is it?
Never settle.

ration stems.

fresh
work
Duquesne University Athletics
Committed to succeed. Driven to defy. Powered by passion. Some of the most

notable characteristics of Duquesne University’s student athletes. To capture
the Dukes’ energetic spirit, we designed an invigorating new identity that
makes them unforgettable in the competitive world of college sports.
READ THE FULL CASE STUDY HERE.
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from our
partners
Our Services
Strategy & Insights
Design & Planning
Brand & Graphic Systems
Architecture
Digital/UX Design
Business Performance Consulting

LEE CARPENTER
PARTNER, CEO

LYNN GONSIOR
PARTNER, COO

BILL CHIDLEY
PARTNER

Contact

Exciting things are underway at ChangeUp!

Dayton

In January, we acquired the Cincinnati based retail

53 Park Avenue

design and architecture practice, Interbrand Retail, from

Dayton, OH 45419

Interbrand. Capitalizing on our combined strengths of

P P 844.804.7700

strategy-led experience innovation and brand building will
allow us to continue creating the best retail design and ar-

Los Angeles

chitecture consultancy for future and current clients.

17870 Sky Park Circle, Suite 270
Irvine, CA 92614

So, for us 2019 has already been a busy year filled with

P P 949.506.1979

change and promise. Aside from our growing team, we
launched a new identity last month and made updates to

Detroit

our website (feel free to check it out here). Along with that,

81 Kercheval Avenue

we are thrilled to announce that we will be moving into an

Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236

exciting new office space in July, an environment designed

P P 313.982.9770

to inspire creativity and encourage collaboration. It provides flexible work and meeting spaces for our employees

R E TA I L @ C H A N G E U P I N C . C O M

and clients, as well as supporting our, “work hard, play

C HAN G EU PI N C.CO M

hard” mantra. It’s important to have a place and culture that
cultivates purposeful experiences for all.

Change is not a risk; it is the answer—
always here and ready to talk.

